IETF 88 Vancouver

MBONED
Note Well

This summary is only meant to point you in the right direction, and doesn't have all the nuances. The IETF's IPR Policy is set forth in BCP 79; please read it carefully.

The brief summary:

- By participating with the IETF, you agree to follow IETF processes.
- If you are aware that a contribution of yours (something you write, say, or discuss in any IETF context) is covered by patents or patent applications, you need to disclose that fact.
- You understand that meetings might be recorded, broadcast, and publicly archived.

For further information, talk to a chair, ask an Area Director, or review the following:
BCP 9 (on the Internet Standards Process)
BCP 25 (on the Working Group processes)
BCP 78 (on the IETF Trust)
BCP 79 (on Intellectual Property Rights in the IETF)
Agenda

- status of WG items, recharter, multrans, AMT Chairs 15 min
- draft-rekhter-geo-distribution-control Zhang 15 min
- Immediate options for Multrans avoiding NAT Eckert 15 min
- draft-contreras-multimob-multiple-upstreams Cano 15 min
- well-managed-multicast: mboned-mrac-* Atwood 15 min
- draft-tarapure-mboned-multicast-cdni Tarapore 10 min
- draft-nortz-mboned-amt-dns Tarapore 10 min
- draft-jabley-multicast-ptr Abley 10 min
Status of WG Docs

• Recharter
  – Completed! Thanks Joel

• draft-ietf-mboned-auto-multicast-16
  – Lots of comments during IETF LC, most addresses with revised ID
  – Final holdups: Global Anycast address assignment, CC concerns from Transport area

• draft-ietf-mboned-mtrace-v2-10
  – New rev posted- only editorial changes
  – Authors seeking reviews before WGLC

• draft-tarapore-mboned-multicast-cdni-04
  – Ready for adoption

• draft-ietf-mboned-dc-deploy-01
• draft-ietf-mboned-multrans-addr-acquisition-02
MULTRANs

• draft-ietf-mboned-v4v6-mcast-ps had WGLC in March
• Lots of comments generated on the list
  – 8 supported
  – 3 opposed (plus 2 more 2nd hand anonymous sources according to Brian H)
  – 3 commented, expressing neither support nor opposition
• Toerless suggested alternative that may simplify all Multrans work